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amount of years active as a scholar, number of papers and
number of citations was identified.

The study was conducted to determine whether ready-to-use
bibliometric indicators are informative of the effect of a
researcher’s
body of work
if the results
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theand
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bibliometric indicators at the individual level is important for

PY, P, C, CPP, CPAY are highly individual. No patterns within
field or seniority were identified.

good evaluation practices.

The h, g, e, AW, m, mg indices show a predictive relationship.
A high or low score on one predicted a high or low score on
another.

Methods

Indicators of cumulative performance were calculated:
The study was conducted to determine whether ready-to-use
bibliometric indicators are useful to researchers and if the
results are affected by field, discipline or gender
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Publication and citation data on 750 European scholars in the
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Objectiveof retrieved publications to the amount listed on each
researcher’s CV.
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Expected bibliometric performance varies from field to field,
seniority to seniority. They must not be compared.
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The spread and skewness of individual and seniority data was
investigated to detect homogeneity and establish potential
performance benchmarks.
Scholars were ranked within their seniority according to each
indicator and their placement across the rankings mapped.

Even though CPP misrepresents the performance of the
individual’s entire portfolio of work, it is a more robust
indicator than ready-to-use indicators.
CPP can be used as an average disciplinary and seniority
benchmark to indicate if a scholar performs in the top, middle
or bottom quartile, and thus indicates the informativeness of
h, g, e, AW, m or mg rankings.
CPP can be used to estimate if it is at all necessary for scholars
to apply bibliometric indicators to their curriculum vitae.
The unnecessary use of indicators can limit the
informativeness from the effect of a researcher’s academic
profile instead of enriching it.
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